Some of the precautions and safety measures put in place are as follows:
* Before entering the facility, a full temperature check will be performed as well as a number of
safety questions and individual information will be asked.
* Hand sanitizer will be available. Face coverings are MANDATORY upon entering the facility. If
ANY of the above is not in check, the individual will NOT be permitted into the facility.
* Social distancing floor markers, signs and up to date information and protocols will be well
explained throughout the facility.
* Change rooms will be maxed out at Three swimmers per change room. We understand this
may cause some inconveniences. Our initial numbers will be at 25 percent capacity or less. The
idea of a crowded pool and traffic congestion within the facility will be at an all-time low. The
low numbers for re start are CRUCIAL! Numbers in the pool and the facility in general must be
kept low in order to have complete control of movement within our swim school. All shower
facilities will be closed until further notice.
* One parent per family member will be permitted in the facility at one time.
* All visitors and family’s requiring information on the program will have to call the office. NO
ONE IS PERMITTED INSIDE THE FACILITY WITHOUT PRIOR Consent OF A B & C AQUATICS
“SENIOR” STAFF MEMBER.
* Touch free bins (sanitized after each and every use) will be provided on the pool deck instead
of change room storage. Staff will NOT be permitted to touch any of the swimmer’s belongings.
* Deck staff and instructors will wear face coverings or shields at all times while in the facility.
Instructors will wear clear face shields.
* Swimming pool chlorine readings will be raised 2.0ppm over the minimum standards outlined
by public health. At this time, we feel it is necessary to be a little high than low. NOTE……The
pool water temperature is maintained at 92 degrees F and the air temperature is a steady 88
degrees. With heat rising and chlorine fumes along with it the slightly higher chlorine readings
will help with disinfection of any kind.
** NOTE…. Chlorine is the number one recommended disinfection agent for keeping swimming
waters safe for swimmers. ANY saltwater pools with minimum chlorine readings usually less
than .5ppm should be avoided during these times.

* The viewing lounge seating will be removed as well as any sitting areas. Parents are best
waiting outside for swimmers.
* All classes will be level four and above. This will ensure social distancing can be maintained at
all times during the lesson period.
* We have hired Janitario Cleaning Corp. to handle the facility cleaning as well as a TOTAL
disinfection program. This program goes up and beyond the normal cleaning and sanitation
procedures set out by Public Health. Some of the updated procedures in place are as follows.
Regular aerial disinfection applied by a steam vaporizer. The vaporizer covers the ENTIRE area
applied to. The vapor is one hundred percent human and pet friendly. 380-degree steam from a
specialized commercial steaming system will also regularly be performed. The steam is sprayed
over each and every surface, from light switches to taps and toilets the steam will eliminate all
bacteria and viruses from any surface. All disinfection products are EPA registered and HEALTH
CANADA APPROVED.
* Any questions or concerns can be directed to the main office.
As we navigate through our “New Normal”, we expect to adjust our precautions as we all come
together daily.

